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BACKPACKS
Unique Buildable Backpacks 

featuring ZIP360°™zipper technology

Build Your Own Bag™: Bratpack BBRD Back + Japanese Sundown BSLY Front 19
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SKU: [5702-XXXX] only the back part! For a complete backpack add SKU: [5800-XXXX] .

Classic backpack silhouttes combined with our brand DNA. 
Our buildable backpacks “Principal” and “Bratpack” 
outperform the competition when it comes to 
quality of workmanship, material use and features.

Features:
• Made of superstrong 600D Polyester
• Fully lined with 210D Nylon liner
• Comfortable padded non-slip shoulderstraps 
• Front (and side) pockets with zipper closing
• MP3 player pocket with waterresistant 
   headphone opening
• Fits the every backpack front panel

Size:
Bratpack
30cm (w) x 46cm (h) x 15cm (d)
(12” x 18” x 7”)
Principal
40cm (w) x 46cm (h) x 15cm (d)
(16” x 18” x 7”)

BUILDABLE BACKPACKS

BRATPACKPRINCIPAL
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OLBK DRGR CHOC ARGR SAND BSLY BRYE BBRD PURP PIPR BRBL

SKU: [5701-XXXX] only the back part! For a complete backpack add SKU: [5800-XXXX] .

OLBL

Classic ‘bestselling’ looks, 
ensure you ‘stand out’, while 
still ‘fitting in’.Available in 12 

colors with over 50 prints.

Build your own backpack 
by zipping front and back 
together with our unique 

ZIP360°™

The inside is fully line and 
has enough room for books,  

binders and electronics. 
Features a handy MP3 player 

pocket in the backpanel.

Padded back and padded, 
non-slip shoulder straps for 

extra wearing comfort.
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CHECKERS
5800-801031-BSLY

RETRO LOGO
5800-801201-OLBK

RETRO LOGO
5800-801201-BSLY

BUBBLE BOBBLE
5800-910261-PURP

BUBBLE BOBBLE
5800-910261-PIPR

SKU: [5800-XXXX]

COMBO
5800-911132-BRBL

COMBO
5800-911132-BRYE

COLLECTION 2013

WAVE
5800-1006302-BSLY

WAVE
5800-1006302-DRGR

DAWEB
5800-1007231-BSLY

DAWEB
5800-1007231-OLBK

BUBBLE BOBBLE
5800-910261-BSLY

TAGGER HERO
5800-1002031-BSLY

TAGGER HERO
5800-1002031-OLBK
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SKU: [5800-XXXX]

MIKADO
5800-1011312-BSLY

MIKADO
5800-1011312-DRGR

MIKADO
5800-1011312-OLBK

DISEGNO
5800-1107252-BSLY

DISEGNO
5800-1107252-OLBK

UNION JACK
5800-1108261-OLBL

JAPANESE SUNDOWN
5800-1109121-BSLY

STARS&STRIPES
5800-1109151-OLBK

JAMAICA
5800-1109212-OLBK

BRAZIL
5800-1201311-BSLY

RASTAFARI
5800-1109211-OLBK

RAINBOW
5800-1205051-BSLY

RAINBOW
5800-1205051-OLBK
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COMBO
5800-911132-PIPR

SKU: [5800-XXXX]

COLLECTION ARCHIVE

CHECKERS
5800-801031-CHOC

CRAYON
5800-801032-CHOC

CRAYON
5800-801032-OLBK

SKULLS
5800-801035-CHOC

RAINDROPS
5800-910055-BRBL

RAINDROPS
5800-910055-DRGR

RAINDROPS
5800-910055-PURP

LOGO MATRIX
5800-911081-BRYE

LOGO MATRIX
5800-911081-BSLY

COMBO
5800-911132-BBRD

ALPHABET SOUP
5800-909281-BSLY

ALPHABET SOUP
5800-909281-DRGR

RAINDROPS
5800-910055-OLBK
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COMBO
5800-911132-OLBK

MULTICHECK
5800-1006011-OLBK

MULTICHECK
5800-1006011-BSLY

MULTICHECK
5800-1006011-DRGR

UPSIDEDOWN
5800-1005043-BSLY

COMBO
5800-1011221-BRBL

COMBO
5800-1011221-PURP

SKU: [5800-XXXX] 25



SKU: [1011-SKU#]

We like names that don’t beat around the bush. 
This pack is phat! 

Why? Well, it is made from made our 
superstrong tarpaulin and 600D polyester. 
has a zipper top to protect your stuff against 
the weather, moulded  and padded shoulder 
straps, a 4mm neoprene laptop compartment 
and a padded backpanel. 

But wait, that is not all, the Phatpack is sold 
without a flap so you can choose your own 
design of Flow Messenger flaps! Flip a couple 
of pages back to check out our huge selection 
of print designs.

Size: 
30cm (w) x 46cm (h) x 17,8cm (d)
(12” x 18” x 7”)

PHATPACK
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SKU: [1011-SKU#]

OLBK BLSV BSLY ELGR MEYE DUOR BBRD PIPR PURP OLBL

Functional 18” backpack 
incorporating the Tagger 

concept. Fits all flow flaps. 
Comes in 10 colors.

Build your own backpack 
selecting a flap and bag.

Stick them together, change 
them whenever you like!

The inside is fully lined and 
features neoprene laptop 
padding. It has enough 

room for books, binders and 
electronics. Front panel has 
many handy innerpockets.

Padded back and padded, 
moulded shoulder straps for 

extra wearing comfort.
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Made for a modern lifestyle. For people 
that hate pens & paper, prefer eBooks 
over books and read newspapers online. 
Metropolitans live electronic lifestyles: 
cellphones, laptops & tablet computers 
are part of their tools for work and life. 

Features multiple padded compartments, 
small accessory and phone pockets. 
The sleek design prevents you from 
looking bulky. It’s fast, it’s slick, It’s the 
backpack 2.0

But wait, that is not all, if you like a more 
individual look, you can fit a flow flap to 
the bag to give it a unique look. Flip a 
couple of pages back to check out our 
huge selection of print designs.

Size:
30cm (w) x 46cm (h) x 17,8cm (d)
(12” x 18” x 7”)

URBAN ELECTRO

SKU: [1201-SKU#]30



SKU: [1201-SKU#]

OLBK DRGR BSLY BRYE BBRD PIPR PURP OLBL BRBL

Functional 18” backpack 
incorporating the Tagger 

concept. Fits all flow flaps. 
Comes in 10 colors.

Build your own backpack 
selecting a flap and bag.

Stick them together, change 
them whenever you like!

The inside is fully lined and 
features multiple neoprene 

padded pockets. 
It has enough room for all 

your electronics, cables and 
more. Front panel has many 

handy innerpockets.

Padded back and padded, 
moulded shoulder straps for 

extra wearing comfort.
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